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Abstract
Despite mounting empirical evidence to the contrary, the literature on
predictability of stock returns almost uniformly assumes a time-invariant
relationship between state variables and returns. In this paper we propose a
two-stage approach for forecasting of financial return series that are subject
to breaks. The first stage adopts a reversed ordered Cusum (ROC) procedure
to determine in real time when the most recent break has occurred. In the
second stage, post-break data is used to estimate the parameters of the
forecasting model. We compare this approach to existing alternatives for
dealing with parameter instability such as the Bai-Perron method and the
time-varying parameter model. An out-of-sample forecasting experiment
demonstrates considerable gains in market timing precision from adopting
the proposed two-stage forecasting method.
JEL Classifications: C22, G10.
Key Words: Predictability of US stock returns. Market timing informa-
tion. Structural breaks.
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1. Introduction
There now exists a large literature in finance on time-varying investment opportu-
nities with numerous studies providing historical evidence on predictability of US
stock returns.1 The vast majority of papers (implicitly) assume the existence of
a time-invariant forecasting model that relates stock returns to lagged state vari-
ables such as dividend yields, interest rates and default premia.2 This stability
assumption has played an important role in the more recent development of the
asset allocation implications of predictability of returns. For example, Kandel and
Stambaugh (1996) derive the optimal portfolio weights in a Bayesian setting where
investors account for uncertainty about parameter values but assume that these
remain constant over time. Brennan, Schwarz and Lagnado (1997) also assume
constant regression coeﬃcients in their solution to a multi-asset strategic asset al-
location problem. Finally, Brandt (1999) assumes a constant relationship between
state variables and time-varying investment opportunities.
Breaks or jumps in the parameters that relate security returns to state variables
could arise due to a number of factors, such as major changes in market sentiments,
burst or creation of speculative bubles, regime switches in monetary and debt man-
agement policies (for example, from money supply targeting to inflation targeting,
or from short-term to long-term debt instruments). Similarly, if predictability of
returns partly reflect market ineﬃciencies and not just time-varying risk premia,
then such predictive relationships should disappear once discovered provided suﬃ-
cient capital is allocated towards exploiting them. These possibilities are important
both because they introduce new sources of risk and because they fundamentally
aﬀect the extent to which returns are predictable.
While the finance literature has recently begun to address issues of model un-
certainty (i.e. how does an investor choose amongst many competing forecasting
1See, for example, Breen, Glosten and Jagannathan (1989), Campbell (1987), Fama and French
(1988, 1989), Ferson (1989), Kandel and Stambaugh (1990), Whitelaw (1994), and Pesaran and
Timmermann (1995).
2While Pesaran and Timmermann (1995) allow the forecasting model to change over time,
they still adopt an expanding window which may be inappropriate in the presence of breaks in
the parameters of the forecasting model. Cooper and Gulen (1999) endogenize the choice of
estimation window of a forecasting model but constrain their study to either rolling windows of
fixed length or an expanding window. This is very diﬀerent from the conditionally time-varying
window size proposed in this paper.
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models), the issue of model stability (i.e. for how long does a predictive relationship
stay in eﬀect) has received far less attention. The question of stability is equally
important since the expected economic value from having discovered a good his-
torical forecasting model is much smaller if there is a high likelihood of the model
breaking down subsequently.
Forecasting with models that are subject to instability requires a two-stage ap-
proach, whereby in the first stage the investor monitors and tests for breaks in
‘real time’ and, in the second stage uses an estimation window that accounts for
the point of a possible break when generating return forecasts. For real time mon-
itoring of breaks in the forecasting model, we propose a “reversed ordered Cusum”
(ROC) approach which applies Cusum tests to observations reversed in time so
that the last observation is placed first, the penultimate observation second and so
on. At each point in time the procedure essentially addresses the question of how
much historical information should be used in estimating a regression model. This
is the question naturally posed if one is interested in forecasting time-series that
are subject to breaks.3 When adopted recursively through time, the ROC proce-
dure yields a sequence of estimation windows whose lengths eﬀectively indicate the
‘memory’ of the return model under consideration.
To investigate the importance of breaks and the performance of the proposed
two-stage method, our paper analyses the stability of a standard prediction model
relating US stock returns to lagged values of the dividend yield, short-run interest
rate and default premium. We compare the ROC method to existing uncondi-
tional and conditional approaches to determination of window size for forecasting.
Unconditional methods such as a rolling or an expanding window let the window
size vary as a deterministic function of time. In contrast, the conditional approach
advocated in this paper treats the window size as a parameter based on the esti-
mated point of the most recent break. Our empirical findings show that the ROC
method produces considerable gains in the market timing results over the tradi-
tional unconditional approaches. It also appears to do better than a time-varying
3Though they did not discuss this point in the context of real-time forecasting, Brown, Durbin
and Evans (1975) were in fact well aware of the possibility of applying their Cusum test to
reversed data: “Further, to help locate the point of change it is often informative to look at
the set of plots [of the Cusum or Cusum of squares] which are obtained by running the analysis
backwards through time as well as forwards.” (page 155) We are grateful to an anonymous referee
for pointing this out.
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parameter method and the Bai-Perron (1998) approach which allows for multiple
breaks.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses alternative approaches
to dealing with parameter instability and introduces the two-stage ROC method.
Section 3 compares the actual market timing information in these methods based
on an out-of-sample forecasting exercise for US stock returns. Section 4 concludes.
2. Methods for dealing with Parameter Instability
US stock prices have been the subject of numerous studies which, with very few
exceptions, assume that the same data generating process stays in eﬀect over the
sample.4 The literature is very explicit about the importance of this assump-
tion although very little work has been done attempting to test it.5 However, as
mentioned in the introduction, a whole host of factors could give rise to model in-
stability. Changes in the parameters of the return process of the US stock market
also seem likely from an empirical point of view. In their study of a very large set
of macroeconomic time series that represent the ‘fundamentals’ of the US economy
Stock and Watson (1996) find evidence of structural instability in the majority of
the series.
While the literature on predictability of security returns has mostly assumed
constant parameters, the asset pricing literature has considered several methods for
selecting a sample period−or equivalently an observation window−for estimation
and forecasting when the data generating process undergoes change. If parameter
breaks are thought either to be very rare or of a very small magnitude, the usual
method is to use an expanding window and augmenting an already selected sample
period with new observations. This recursive least squares method aims to obtain a
more eﬃcient estimate of the same fixed coeﬃcients by using more information as it
becomes available. On the other hand, if the parameters of the regression model are
not believed to be constant over time, frequently a rolling window of observations
4See the references in footnote 1. Studies that allow the regression model (but not the window
size) to change over time include Pesaran and Timmermann (1995,2000) and Perez-Quiros and
Timmermann (2000).
5For example, Brandt (1999, page 1611) comments that “Returns and forecasting variables
must have a time-invariant Markov structure. If the relation between returns and forecasting
variables is time-varying ... conditional expectations cannot be estimated with conditional sample
averages”.
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with a fixed size is used to generate forecasts.6 This procedure only makes sense
if the underlying process is unstable. Another popular approach, discounted least
squares, applies exponentially declining weights to the full sample, assigning smaller
weights to observations further away from the point of the prediction.
None of these methods attempts to explicitly detect and condition on the oc-
currence of one or several breaks. To address the problem of determining in real
time how much historical information to use when estimating a forecasting model,
we propose in this section a new reversed ordered Cusum test for detection of the
most recent breakpoint.
In all cases we consider recursive OLS estimators of the form
bβT (τ ) = Q−1τ ,TX0τ ,TYτ ,T , τ = 1, ...., T, (1)
where Xτ ,T is the (T − τ + 1) × p matrix of observations on the regressors, Yτ ,T
is the (T − τ + 1) vector of observations on the dependent variable whose value
for period T + 1 we are interested in forecasting, and Qτ ,T = X
0
τ ,TXτ ,T . The least
squares forecast of yT+1 conditional on information at time T is then computed as
byT+1 = x0T+1 bβT (τ). (2)
The objective of the exercise is to shed light on the relation between forecasting
performance and the size of the “estimation window” given by T − τ + 1.
2.1. Expanding Window
In the absence of breaks in the data generating process, β can be consistently
estimated by OLS using all the available observations, by setting τ = 1. If interest
lies in computing recursive forecasts of yt, subject to standard assumptions, it is
eﬃcient to use an expanding window. Hence the regression model used to forecast
yT+1 is based on the following data
Y1,T = (y1, y2, ..., yT )
0, X1,T = (x1,x2, ...,xT )0, (3)
where xt is the p× 1 vector of regressors. If breaks in the data generating process
are a possibility but at the time the forecasts are formed no information is available
6For example, in their influential study of the CAPM, Fama and MacBeth (1973) use a rolling
window of five years to estimate security betas.
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about the time of the last breakpoint, breaks have to be treated as a possible source
of misspecification. Two approaches are frequently employed in practice, namely an
estimation window of a fixed size (‘rolling window’) or exponentially smoothing the
data either by means of a predetermined discount factor (discounted least squares)
or through a time-varying parameter model. We briefly describe these approaches.
2.2. Rolling Window
Let c be the window size. Then the rolling window regressions used to forecast
yT+1 is based on the following data
YT−c+1,T = (yT−c+1, yT−c+2, ..., yT )
0, XT−c+1,T = (xT−c+1,xT−c+2, ...,xT )0. (4)
There are several problems with this approach if the regression vector relating
returns to the state variables follows a step function. Immediately after a break
the window will tend to be too long, while further away from the break the window
will be too short. The problem is of course that no further information is used to
determine possible time variation in the window size.
2.3. Time Varying Parameters
An alternative approach to dealing with structural change is to consider regression
models whose coeﬃcients are time-varying:
yt = β0txt + ut, ut ∼ iid(0, σ2u), (5)
for t = 1, 2, .., T . Following Rosenberg (1973) and Cooley and Prescott (1976),
it is common to assume random walk specifications for the parameters as in the
time-varying parameter (TVP) model:
βt = βt−1 + ηt, ηt ∼ iid(0, σ2η), (6)
where E[utηs] = 0, for all t and s. This method assumes that σ2η is small relative to
σ2u, and can best deal with situations where the underlying parameters evolve rather
slowly and is therefore incapable of accommodating in a timely fashion sudden large
changes such as those found in the return regressions in Section 3. Moreover, the
random walk model introduces a high degree of persistence in the regression of
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asset returns which is incompatible with the almost serially uncorrelated nature of
actual returns.
Another closely related popular approach to account for parameter instability
assigns predetermined exponentially declining weights to past observations. This is
a special case of the standard weighted regression method with the weight factor, λt,
chosen to be λT−t, for t = 1, 2, ..., T , and λ ∈ (0, 1] being the smoothing parameter,
c.f. Harvey (1989, Section 2.2). If λ = 1, an expanding window is obtained. Values
of λ further away from one will put less weight on the earlier observations. The
more frequent breaks are believed to occur in a given time-series, the smaller the
value of λ should be chosen. The data used to estimate a forecasting model for
this approach is
Y1,T (λ) = (λT−1y1,λT−2y2, ...,λ0yT )0, X1,T (λ) = (λT−1x1,λT−2x2, ...,λ0xT )0. (7)
Again the problem with the discounted least squares approach is that it ignores
possible information about the time of the break. Immediately after a break, too
much weight is likely to be put on observations prior to the break, while the opposite
will be true further away from the most recent breakpoint. Setting λ too low means
the model can adapt to changes very rapidly but also becomes very sensitive to
noise. On the other hand, choosing λ very close to one, means that changes in the
parameters will only be taken into account very slowly.
2.4. The Bai-Perron Method
Bai and Perron (1998, 2001) proposed a method for estimating linear regression
models subject to multiple breaks. Their setup assumes that the dependent vari-
able, yt, is related to a set of state variables, xt−1 but that the relationship has
been subject to q breaks up to time T :
yτ = β
0
1xτ−1 + buτ τ = 1, 2, ..., T1,
yτ = β
0
2xτ−1 + buτ τ = T1 + 1, ..., T2,
...
...
yτ = β
0
q+1xτ−1 + buτ τ = Tq + 1, ..., T.
(8)
Here T1 < T2 < ... < Tq < T and ut is a disturbance term. The Bai and Perron
procedure permits consistent estimation of the number and location of the break-
points (T1, T2,...., Tq) and the parameters (β01,β02....,β
0
q+1). It is also possible to
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restrict the model to allow for partial breaks that only aﬀect some of the regres-
sion coeﬃcients. Breaks are viewed as deterministic and the approach thus does
not require specifying the underlying process that generated the breaks in the first
place. The approach does, however rely on a number of design parameters such
as the maximum number of breaks and the minimum distance between breaks.
There are several ways of determining the number of breaks. One approach is to
determine the number of breaks sequentially by testing for q + 1 against q breaks.
Alternatively a global approach of testing for q breaks against no breaks can be
used. Finally, the number of breaks can be selected by using penalized likelihood
methods such as the Schwarz information criterion (SIC) or Akaike’s information
criterion (AIC) which diﬀer in terms of the penalty they apply to the inclusion
of additional breakpoint parameters. These and other practical issues are further
discussed in Bai and Perron (2001).
For forecasting purposes, a natural procedure would be to adopt this approach
recursively in time and obtain an estimate of the most recent breakpoint, Tq, say Tˆq.
Data after the most recent break can then be used to obtain a consistent estimate
of βq+1 so the regression model used to forecast yT+1 gets based on the following
data
YTˆq+1,T = (yTˆq+1, yTˆq+2, ..., yT )
0, XTˆq+1,T = (xTˆq+1,xTˆq+2, ...,xT )
0. (9)
As far as we are aware, the Bai-Perron method has not previously been adopted in
a recursive out-of-sample forecasting experiment.
2.5. Reversed Ordered Cusum Method
An alternative to estimating multiple breakpoints is to simply estimate the point
of the most recent break. Such an approach has the advantage that it lends itself
to methods for estimating a single break. While this idea can thus be adopted to a
variety of approaches, we will use the Cusum squared procedure proposed by Brown
et al. (1975) as a recursive structural stability test. The test is usually applied to
observations running forward from start to finish of a given time interval. However,
the application of such a forward Cusum squared test to our problem will not be
appropriate. Even if the test successfully identifies the time of the first break, it
will not be eﬀective when there are multiple breaks. To deal with this shortcoming,
we simply reverse the observations in time before proceeding with the application
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of the Cusum testing procedures. We refer to this as the reversed ordered Cusum
(ROC) test.
We use the following notation to denote the observation matrices with the order
of the observations reversed in time, starting from the τ th observation (so that the
size of the estimation window is given by T − τ + 1):
Y˜T,τ = (yT , yT−1, ..., yτ+1, yτ )
0, X˜T,τ = (xT ,xT−1, ....,xτ+1,xτ )0 (10)
and define the (backward) recursive least squares estimates as
bβτ = (X˜0T,τX˜T,τ )−1X˜0T,τY˜T,τ , τ = T˜ , T˜ − 1, ..., 2, 1. (11)
The choice of the shortest estimation window selected, namely T−T˜+1, is arbitrary
but one would expect it to be set around two to three times the dimension of β to
avoid extreme variation in the parameter estimates, bβτ .7
The standardized recursive residuals from the regression that is reversed in time
are
vˆτ = (yτ − bβ0τ−1xτ )/dτ , τ = T˜ , T˜ − 1, ..., 2, 1, (12)
where
dτ = 1 + x
0
τ (X˜
0
T,τX˜T,τ )
−1xτ , τ = T˜ , T˜ − 1, ..., 2, 1, (13)
and the reversed Cusum squared test statistic given by
WWτ ,T =
τX
j=p+1
vˆ2j/
TX
j=p+1
vˆ2j . (14)
Critical values from Brown et al. (1975) can be used to decide if a break has
occurred.8
The two-stage ROC method thus first estimates the time of the most recent
break and then, conditional on this breakpoint estimate, uses the post-break data to
7In our empirical excercise with time-varying state variables this did not seem to be a problem
as k = 4 and the minimum window size was estimated to be 15. Further details are provided in
Section 3.
8We also considered using the Cusum test rather than the Cusum squared test adopted here.
However, it is well known that the Cusum test can have weak power in detecting breaks and also
tends to identify breaks with a considerable delay. Our findings confirmed these points and we
did not find this detection method very promising and therefore omit the results.
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estimate a forecasting model.9 Unlike the Bai-Perron method, the ROC method
does not consistently estimate the breakpoint. On the other hand, the simpler
‘look-back’ approach only requires detecting a single break and may succeed in
determining the most recent breakpoint in a manner better suited for forecasting.
This is a point we discuss further below.
3. Forecasting the Direction of the US Stock Market
In this section we compare the performance of the previously discussed methods
for determination of window size in an out-of-sample forecasting experiment. We
consider one of the most frequently modeled time-series in finance, namely US stock
returns.
We follow the literature on predictability of stock returns and use as dependent
variable the monthly excess returns on the portfolio of stocks on the NYSE as
reported by the Center for Research in Securities Prices (CRSP) over and above the
one-month T-bill rate. We refer to these as ‘returns’ in the following. As forecasting
variables or factors we include a constant, the dividend-price ratio (Y ieldt−1), the
one-month T-bill rate (It−1) and the default premium (Deft−1) defined as the
yield spread of Baa rated bonds over Aaa rated bonds. All of these regressors are
standard forecasting variables from the empirical finance literature. The dividend
yield is computed from the CRSP data and is defined as dividends over the previous
twelve months divided by the stock price index at the end of the month. The T-
bill rate is obtained from the Fama-Bliss files on the CRSP tapes. Yields on the
Baa and Aaa rated bonds are obtained from DRI. Our sample covers monthly
observations from 1954:1 to 1997:12.
To get an estimate of the out-of-sample gains from conditioning on breakpoint
information, we conduct in this section a recursive out-of-sample forecasting ex-
periment that only uses historical information in a recursive manner as described
in Section 2. The longest experiment begins in 1970:01 and extends to 1997:12, so
that we initially have 192 observations to estimate the parameters of the forecasting
9Under certain conditions, explored further in Pesaran and Timmermann (2001), it may be
optimal to also include pre-break data to estimate a forecasting model. These conditions require
that the break is small or that the post-break volatility increases significantly over the pre-break
volatility. In practice we did not find these conditions to hold in the data we analyze in Section
3, so it is justified in this case to simply use post-break data for estimation purposes.
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model.
A first indication of possible breakdowns in the return process comes from
the rolling window estimates of the coeﬃcients of the prediction model. Figure 1
shows these using a window size of 10 years, or 120 monthly observations. There
are sudden shifts in the intercept, dividend yield and T-bill rate coeﬃcients in the
early seventies and another sudden jump occurs in the early 1990s, first emerging for
the T-bill rate and then spreading to the dividend yield coeﬃcient. The coeﬃcient
estimate of the default premium also seems to undergo sudden changes on a number
of occasions. Caution should of course be exercised when interpreting such rolling
window plots since apparent parameter instability may well be found even if the
underlying model is stable and the data is generated by a stationary process. A
more formal analysis is clearly required and this is what we turn to next.
3.1. Out-of-Sample Forecasting Results
The extent to which information about breaks improves our ability to predict yt
depends of course on our success in identifying the break times and our ability
to exploit such information in forecasting. Figure 2 therefore plots the sequence
of recursive estimates of the date of the most recent breakpoint identified by the
ROC and Bai-Perron methods. Up to 1974, the ROC method identifies the most
recent breakpoint around 1969, followed by a long stable period up to 1993 where
the breakpoint is estimated at 1974. After 1994 another break is estimated to have
occurred around 1990.10
We report separate results for the Bai-Perron method based on the SIC and
AIC information criteria which apply a large and a small penalty for inclusion
of additional breakpoint parameters, respectively. Indeed, the results are very
diﬀerent across these two model selection criteria. Under the SIC there are only
two short blocks in time which lead to consistent identification of a break for about
a year or so. Around 1973 this method identifies a breakpoint in 1970, while in 1980
10It is well-known that heteroskedasticity could cause problems for the Cusum squared method.
However, the “blocks” of similar break point estimates shown in Figure 2 suggests that this is not
a major problem here. This is in part because ARCH eﬀects are far less pronounced in monthly
data than in data measured at a higher frequency. In applications where heteroskedasticity
has a major eﬀect, we suggest normalizing the data by a simple volatility estimate such as the
exponentially-weighted squared returns used in J.P. Morgan’s RiskMetrics model.
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a break is identified to have occurred in 1975. In contrast, the Bai-Perron method
based on the AIC selects two long blocks in time identifying 1969 and (from 1981
onwards) 1978 as breakpoints.
Hence there are significant diﬀerences between the time of the most recent
breakpoint identified by these methods. The Bai-Perron method based on the SIC
identifies very few breaks while, in contrast, the Bai-Perron method based on the
AIC or the ROC method identify at least one break most of the time.11 The
tendency for the SIC to be conservative in applications such as ours where the
regression model has a low explanatory power is unsurprising.
The most recent break identified by the ROC is consistent with the findings
in Bossaerts and Hillion (1999) and Sullivan, Timmermann and White (1999) of
breakdowns in predictive relations for US stock returns. Bossaert and Hillion in-
vestigate predictability of monthly stock returns in a variety of international stock
markets and find that the apparent in-sample predictability breaks down out-of-
sample at a time (1990) that matches the final break date identified by the ROC.
Likewise, Sullivan, Timmermann and White find that the apparent historical abil-
ity of technical trading rules to generate excess returns has broken down after
1986.
Since the key distinction between the approaches to determining window size
lies in how much data they use to estimate the prediction model, the recursively
determined window sizes associated with the ROC and Bai-Perron methods are
shown in Figure 3. A sharp break in the regression model should show up as a
drop in the window size, followed by a smoothly increasing window size until a
subsequent break is detected. This is indeed the pattern that emerges from the
application to our data of the ROC and Bai-Perron method based on the AIC.
Initially a small window of 20 or so observations is chosen on the basis of the
ROC method rather than the full window of 192 observations available in 1970
which would be chosen in the absence of a break. The window then expands up
to around 1975 at which point it again drops to 20 or so observations. From this
point the window size increases more or less in line with the data set up to 1994
when another sharp drop is registered. A somewhat smaller decline in the window
size also occurs around 1997. The Bai-Perron method based on the AIC produces
11The SupF method proposed by Bai and Perron also identified at least one break most of the
time.
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neither uniformly longer nor uniformly shorter estimation windows than the ROC
method although, for a long stretch of time between 1979 and 1994, the ROC
suggests a longer average window length. As the SIC does not identify a break in
most of the periods, it leads to a linearly expanding window that goes back to the
initial observation for the majority of periods.
Our primary interest lies in determining the precision of the recursive fore-
casts produced by the unconditional and conditional window selection methods.
Throughout the sample, the conditional estimation window based on the ROC
tends to be shorter than the expanding window, so we would expect the forecasts
arising from this method to be more volatile due to the larger estimation error.
Figure 4 confirms that this is the case by plotting the recursive one-step ahead
out-of-sample forecasts generated by the expanding window, ROC and Bai-Perron
methods (based on the SIC).12 The forecasts based on the expanding window are
relatively smooth particularly towards the end of the sample. The predictions from
the Bai-Perron method based on the SIC are very similar since they are also based
on an expanding window in most periods. The out-of-sample predictions from the
ROC model show wider fluctuations and generate persistent negative values up to
around 1975. From that time, the distance to the most recent breakpoint grows
and the predicted values stay positive for the remainder of the sample.
3.1.1. Market Timing
Instability in financial prediction models is particularly important for identifying
turning points or the ‘direction’ of the market. Since the seminal work by Henriks-
son and Merton (1981) on market timing and predictability of the signs of security
returns, there has been particular interest in finance in this problem. For example,
tactical asset allocation attempts by fund managers depend on directional fore-
casts since their decision rule is to go long in the assets with the largest positive
expected (excess) returns and to go short in assets whose expected returns are
negative. Despite its importance, the problem of sign predictability when the un-
derlying return generating process may have undergone a structural change has not
yet been addressed in the finance literature.
12The forecasts generated by the Bai-Perron method based on the AIC showed higher volatility
than those based on the SIC. This is unsurprising in view of the shorter windows used to estimate
the forecasting model based on the AIC.
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To investigate the eﬀect on market timing of using diﬀerent approaches to de-
termining the estimation window, the following table reports the proportion of
correctly predicted signs of excess returns and the market timing test proposed by
Pesaran and Timmermann (1992):13
Method Sign (%) Market Timing Sign (%) Market Timing
1970-1997 1970-1997 1980-1997 1980-1997
Reversed Ordered Cusum 64.29 5.23 65.74 4.57
Time Varying Parameter 59.82 3.27 60.65 2.43
Exponential smoothing 59.52 3.22 59.72 2.42
Rolling window 61.31 3.77 62.04 2.72
Expanding window 60.12 3.55 61.57 3.04
Recursive Bai-Perron (SIC) 60.71 3.89 59.52 3.34
Recursive Bai-Perron (AIC) 56.85 2.26 55.95 1.92
The market timing test statistic is asymptotically normally distributed. We
consider a long out-of-sample forecasting period, 1970-1997, which includes the
period of the oil price shocks during the seventies, as well as the more recent
period 1980-1997.14
Considering first the unconditional forecasting methods, we would expect the
predictions generated by the expanding window to deliver the best performance if
there are no breaks. However, the proportion of correctly predicted signs of ex-
cess returns and the value of the market timing test obtained from this method
are relatively low. Slow adaptive models such as recursive least squares and even
potentially faster adaptive models such as the TVP approach or exponential dis-
counting do not identify the apparent breaks since they pool periods of slow and
fast change. The rolling window approach is more successful in identifying breaks
in the forecasting equation. However, during the eighties where no new break oc-
curs for a sustained period of time, this approach provides a poor estimate of stock
returns by discarding relevant information.
13The exponential smoothing sets λ = 0.95. The fixed window size, c, equals sixty months and
thus uses data over the most recent five years. These parameter values are chosen in view of what
is commonly practiced in the finance profession.
14The shorter sample from 1980-1997 was suggested by a referee as a way of accounting for pos-
sible small sample problems for methods such as the Bai-Perron approach that consider multiple
breaks.
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Turning next to the conditional two-stage prediction methods, unsurprisingly
the AIC and SIC methods give very diﬀerent results as the SIC mostly selects
either zero or one break, while the AIC tends to select more breaks.15 The results
based on the SIC method are therefore similar to those from the expanding window
method, while the results based on the AIC are quite diﬀerent and, at least for this
application, quite a bit worse.
The ROC method generates the highest proportion of correctly predicted signs -
three percentage points higher than the second best method in both sample periods
- and the highest value of the market timing test. It also performs better than the
recursive Bai-Perron method irrespective of whether this is based on the SIC or
the AIC.
One of the reasons that the real-time predictions based on the ROC method
seem to be better than the predictions based on the Bai-Perron method could be
that while the latter provides a consistent estimate of the most recent break point,
the ROC method will only identify a break with a certain delay. Ironically this may
well benefit the ROC method in the context of forecasting since it can be optimal
to include pre-break data in the estimation of a forecasting model. Although doing
so leads to biased predictions, it also reduces the parameter estimation uncertainty.
Of course, the limitation to the ROC method is that it does not explore the trade-
oﬀ between the bias and forecast error variance to determine the window size
optimally. This is something that we are investigating in current research, c.f.
Pesaran and Timmermann (2002).
4. Conclusion
Financial time series are likely to undergo sudden, large changes reflecting institu-
tional changes, regime switches or breakdowns in market mechanisms as observed
during financial crises. Forecasting such series poses a diﬃcult problem, partic-
ularly if one is interested in the sign of the variables as is frequently the case in
financial applications involving strategic investment decisions. This paper shows
15Other model selection methods considered by Bai and Perron, e.g. the SupF method, led to
similar results as the ones from the two information criteria. Our application of the Bai-Perron
method allows up to three breaks and sets the minimal distance between breaks equal to 10% of
the sample size. While the procedure could be sensitive to these choices, we will not explore this
issue further in this paper and leave it for further research.
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the benefits from adopting a two-stage approach that first estimates the time of
the most recent break in a time series model and then uses post-break data to
estimate a forecasting model. The reversed ordered Cusum breakpoint method
seems to work suﬃciently well to consistently identify three major breaks in a fore-
casting model for the US stock returns. When this information is used to obtain
the parameters of a forecasting model with a time-varying estimation window, we
find evidence that the proportion of correctly predicted signs of US stock returns
can be improved over unconditional methods that do not account for breaks such
as expanding or rolling windows. We also find that among conditional two-stage
approaches that account for breaks, the ROC method that identifies the most re-
cent break produces better results than the Bai-Perron approach that can identify
multiple breaks. It remains to be seen if this result holds more generally and it
would be interesting to expand our results to cover other data sets.
Our findings bring into question the common practice of assuming the existence
of a stable prediction model for asset returns and conditioning on this in asset
allocation decisions. If the relationship between stock returns and state variables
such as interest rates and dividend yields can undergo sudden shifts, then such
a practice could lead to serious misallocations. In fact, we find that a constant-
parameter model predicts negative excess returns during the second half of the
nineties (a period with unusually high mean returns) and that it would have led
to very diﬀerent asset allocation decisions than a model that allows for parameter
shifts. This suggests that in asset allocation decisions it may be advisable to
hedge against the possibility of a break in the historical relations that characterize
variations over time in the investment opportunity set.
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